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With a concentration on Fourier optics pattern recognition, we have developed several methods of tracking

objects in dynamic imagery to automate certain space applications such as orbital rendezvous and spacecraft capture,

or planetary landing. We are developing two of these techniques for Earth applications in real-time medical image
processing. The first is warping of a video image, developed to evoke shift invariance to scale and rotation in

correlation pattern recognition. The technology is being applied to compensation for certain field defects in low

vision humans. The second is using the optical joint Fourier transform to track the translation of unmodeled

scenes. Developed as an image fixation tool to assist in calculating shape from motion, it is being applied to
tracking motions of the eyeball quickly enough to keep a laser photocoagulation spot fixed on the retina, thus
avoiding collateral damage.

INTRODUCTION

Tiffs is a difficult paper to write, with respect to striking an appropriate balance betweea being complete

on the one hand, and too thinly spreading out information of use to the target audience on the other. I will try to
leave much of the technical development to the reference material, presuming a technically competent reader who
is not an expert in these disciplines.

NASA's Johnson Space Center (JSC) has been actively developing its image based tracking technology for

two medical applications: noncontact retina/position stabilization for laser photocoagulation, and image warping as

a prosthesis for certain field defect forms of human low vision. In the retina surgical application, JSC is working
with Pinnacle Imaging, a small company dedicated to the development of surgical and robotic methods and

equipment for the surgical market. In the image warping application, we are working with the University of
Houston's College of Optometry (UHCO) and the University of Pe_msylvania. As an Agency, NASA has formal

connections with an industrial and medical group that has built a heads-up display system that can directly
incorporate our results into prosthetic hardware.

Ovhthalmic laser vroceclu_re_

In the eye surgery application, our central problem is maintaining the aim point of a laser during retina/
photocoagulation. Similar image processing hardware may allow tracking assemblyllne parts in jumbled orientation,

as on a conveyer belt, with no conditions on their placement or orientation. NASA is developing an applicable

technology: image correlation based tracking. The eyeball (and the retina with it) undergo continual small-angle
jitter, along with the larger jerky saccades that are typified by eye motion while reading. Both are detrimental to

the photocoagulation procedure. Incorrect locations on the retina may be struck by the laser; in addition to causing

collateral damage to the retina, this limits how close eye surgeons are comfortable working to the fovea (the highest
resolution part of the retina - the part we use when looking directly "at" an object).

JSC has patented I a technique that provides fixation; that is, regardless of exactly wha: is in the scene,

the input sensor is given the information to allow it to stare at a single location in the scene even as the spacecraft
moves or jerks. This is important to simplify analysis of the dynamic scene for information about the three

dimensional nature of the unknown surface. "Opticflow" is the technical term for the antra-image motion that
results from a shifting perspective of a three-dimensional surface, and computation of optic flow is far eased if

fixation is maintained on some point in the image. Our method is based on what is technically described as the
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optically derived joint Fourier mmsfonn correlation. Full details are presmted in the parrot aad in other

liu=a_ure2_4s

_,_'e!4 Defect Low Vision Prosthesis
NASA has an Agency presemce in image processing technology for low vision suffmurs. JSC's Tracking

and Communicatimm Division and an associated organization, the University of Houstem's College of Optometry

(UHCO), originally proposed image ._.wa._p_._gfor field defect amelioration. We have developed hardware that either
exists 6,7 or is in advmzed design, that impleamm_ our specially designed mathematical image

trangformafiouslO, ll, 12,D, and we have also begun clin/cal studies whose initial results 14,1s are favorable

to the noticm that video rate image wazping may yield increased visual function for such disorders as ce_tnd field

blindness (maculopathy) or peripheral field loss (refinitis pigmentosa). If known portions of the retina are

dysfunctional, an image may be warped so as to minimize the part of the world view that lands there, while
_a balance between distorting the world view too much and losing _ of that world view. We intend.that

..... :....... ,m I.,, visual ,_rostheses (high tech "glasses ,o) that are more eapame, smmler,
ema remm ox wm 1_1_ -_... - r r ........ will divine

weight a lem expmsive compared w th other methods We intend that u_ curre_ prooam

and so on, but impl_ the watpmgs m mexpenmve, ugntwetgm namwmu _ r

Among other pm_icsl items, we need to determine the range of visual function loss that can hero.fit from our

technique, and thin fred • minimum set of transforms that span that range.

Fourier optics is an important discipline in which the diffractive properties of light become important in

the way information is carried and processed. Journals such as _ .QpAJ_, Journal of the Ovtica] Society of

_, and Ovtical Ent, ineerin_ carry current articles concentrating heavily in this discipline. Societies such
as SPIE - The International Optical Engineering Society publish many _ per year in the discipline.

I will limit the discussion here to saying that we bring information to a Fourier optics correlator, usually in video

image form, and that an element known as a spatial light modulator (SLM) has its light transmitting properties

altered by that video image. Then as coherent light passes through the SLM, the information within the video signal
is encoded onto the fight beam. Diffraction can then be g_mmged so as to take the Fourier transform of the receded

image, and subsequmt transmission (or reflection) of the light through other elements causes the information to be

processed and then presented in simpler form (i.e. bright spots).

Ovticai Correlation Based Pattern Recomfition
(Technically incorrectly, this section will mix some concepts from conjugating Fourier optics [the so-called

VandexLugt, or 4-f, correlator] and joint transform correlation [JTC]. I am going to go ahead and do it, even if

the expert would squawk; this is mere of a tutorial he_stic device than a technical compendium. Just don't jump
me for what looks like an error. There is not room to be rigorous. I am also using one-dimensional notation for

a two-dimensional signal, pointing out that to do so has become common in Fourier filtersmithing.)

Suppose we have a function f (x) and we wish to filter information from it with a linear system whose

impuhe response is h(x). The convolutionis y(x) -- f(x)*h(x):

4"OO

= I f(x- )h *
-0o

(1)

but we will not technically distinguish between a convolution, f *h, and a correlation, f _kh
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4.00

y_orr(x) _f4th = I f(x +T)h * O')d_"
(2)

since, time reversal of h(.) clumgee between the two, and h(-) has been arbitrary. As is well known in linear
system theory, convolution can be expressed as the inverse Fourier transform of the product of transforms of the

functions. That is, iff(e) and F(e) are a transform pair, as are y and IV, and h and H, then

yOc)= ,_'-1{._'{f(x)}×._'{h(x)}}

=
(3)

Also as is well known, there is • shift in y(.) corresponding to a shift in the input signalf(.), a property known

as shift invariance. Correlation uses this property to locate a signal that has been identified by the presence of

values ofy(.) rising above an identification threshold. Optics offers the ability to do the transforms easily by the

diffraction of light (once the signal is impressed on it) and to do the multiplication easily (by interacting the light

with an SLM on which the function H has been created). There have been three difficult parts. One has been to
manufacture SLMs on which desired functions for encoding the signal and the filter. The second is how to make

appropriate use of the SIMs we do have; signal theory prescribes ideal values for the filter values, H, that ate

ordinarily not realizable. Recently 17 we have achieved a breakthrough in optical filter theory that make some of

the job easier, and we continue developing modulators and their characterization 18,19 for other aspects of the
problem. The third is how to accommodate the rotation of the retinal image that occurs as the eyeball rotates within

the socket, as in response to signals from the vestibular function. Pattern recognition by image correlation is usually
quite sensitive to rotation, so we continue our effort to achieve tailored amounts of rotation invariance, and the

results will be fed into our activities under Memorandum of Understanding with our medical partner, Pinnacle

Imaging. This effort is ongoing under university grant (see Formal Colleagues, below) following concepts laid down
several years ago 20.

Somewhat simplistically, a Fourier optics image processor converts the video image of the object it has

been trained to find into a bright spot of light, and then infers information from that spot. The difficult parts of the

information extraction are done off-line and at leisure; the easy part is what happens on-line and in real time. As

distinct from most digital image processing, this system determines the correlation between highly synthesized

reference objects and the viewed object, and then extracts the information from those correlations. Synthesizing

a reference object is s congruent process to obtaining the inverse transform of the optimal filter that can be realized

within the limitations of the filtering spatial light modulator. The correlations run at a very high frame rate (tens

to thousands per second), allowing comparisons of the input video object with all members of a library of views

of that object. Careful crafting of the reference image set has the effect that the library element producing the highest
correlation corresponds to the actual position and attitude of the viewed object.

In further distinction from most digital processing, optical pattern recognition operates on the whole input
image, rather than individual features, and thus is robust against partial obscuration. The difficult technical

challenges are principally in the physical devices - spatial light modulators - that encode the incoming video image
and the correlation image.

VIDEO RATE IMAGE WARPING

Shift Invarianc¢ _n Optical Pattern Recotmitio-

As is well known in signal theory, the convolution (equivalently the correlation) of two signals is a linear

and shift invariant operation. Also well known is that scale and rotation changes in a Cartesian geometry do not

produce shift invariance. If we know [x0,Y0] , the center about which scale and rotation changes occur, though, we

can convert scale and rotation into translational shifts by performing a coordinate transformation. The log polar
transformation is what we seek.
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shows the emvenion between the Csrta_ Ix,y] sad the polar [r,O] as monfu_ systema.

ud _fme u ss log r. Theasstheo_Blim_coonfmsteseadergoacha_expressedss

= k -sina co -y +

Go o_ mp fu_her

(5)

we will find that the.coordinatepab [u,e] undergo_ the change

[::].O÷aJ

so that the rotation through a and scaling by k become translations by a and log k. For video rate pattern
recognition that is to be shift invariant to scale change and rotation about [x0,Y0], and the difficult part is to create

the log polar transformation at fidl video rate.

The prot, rammahle Remav_'r
With the Programmable Remapper we have solved that problem, at least on a laboratory scale. Its

generalityallowsustocreatevirtuallyunlimitedgeometrictransformationsatvideorate.Conversiontopracticality

asaprosthesisremainsanunsolved,butsignificantand potentiallyproductive,interest.Read theReferencesfor
technicaldetails,butsufficeitforthepresentp_ tosaythattheRemapper can wreak an arbitrarystatic

geometrictransformation(atvideorateandincurringonlya threeframedelay)on anincomingvideoimage.We
conceivedtheRemapper as• toolforcreatinga logpolarvideoimage,butwe rapidlyunderstooditspotentialfor

manifestingotherwarpings.Human low visionfielddefectswas thefirstsuchextracurricularapplication.

]_ield Defect Avvlication for Low Vision Humans
As reported in a number of the papers in the Refenmces, we have investigated the applicability of image

warping for various field defects. For examples of images, see in particular Ref[12]. One of the two principal ones
is maculopathy, in which a lesion causes loss of function at the high resolution central portion of the normal field
of view. The other principal application is RP (retinitis pigmentosa), also known as tunnel vision, where peripheral

vision is progressively lost. Our intent is to move the active portions of a video image so that it falls onto portions
of the retina that are still functional, thus having a more nearly complete mapping of the world into the visual cortex

(albeit at the expense of local distortion in the normal world-to-cortex representation).
The fovea is the portion of the eye where the resolution is the highest; it is the part of the eye one naturally

places into conjunction with the part of the world scene where visual detail is sought. It is the part of your field
of view you use when looking "at"something. Loss of foveal function is particularly expensive to detailed functions
like reading and facial recognition. Our method is to "rubber-sheet" a video image. Imagine that a television screen
is made of rubber, that you poke a hole in the middle, and then stretch that hole out until it is just larger than the

blind spot in the center of the field of view. There are many loose parameters in this description, but the core idea
is there. In our initial tests, we used normally-sighted volunteers, and we simulated the central blind spot by forcing
them to look at an obscuration on a television screen with text scrolling by. An eye tracker followed the gaze of

the eye, controlling mirrors that directed the gaze onto the obscuration. The words scrolled by at various font sizes,
angular rates, etc. There was significant (though highly variable from subject to subject) increase in reading rate
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with image warping. Our next studies will use actual low vision volunteers, it willnotforce foveation, and we have

some advanced mathematical transformations to try. These studies are beginning in Fall 1993.

To deal with the converse problem, we wish to squeeze the normal world field of view into a smaller solid

angle. This is easily accomplished, of course, with a m/nlfying telescope, and such is one weapon in the ordinary
armammtafium of the RP patient. The problem is that the angular subtense of all elemmts in the field of view is

reduced. Even though you see more of the things one needs to interact with in moving about (door frames, walls,

stairs, etc.), the reduced size of objects may give difficulty in reading signs or otherwise resolving the world. Our

approach is to give spatially varying maguificafion, so that localization of gross objects is possible, but full central

magnification is maintainS. Perhaps in Spring 1994 we will begin field tests with the Remapper in locations like
grocery stores, to see if visual functionality is improved.

JOINT TRANSFORM TRACKING

When NASA was rec_tly contemplating autonomous lunar and planetary landings, this project proposed
two techniques for lander vision, and we set about demonstrating certain of the technical elemmts. The first

technique was navigation as guided by image correlation, in which images of landmark features would provide

reference to absolute geometric coordinates. The second was image fixation by joint Fourier transform correlation,

in which unmodeled image structure correlates with itself and shows sequential error in pointing. It is the JTC, as

applied to tracking retinal motions, where we have been vigorously sp/nnlng off to medical practice.

Dynamics of Eyeball Trackinf

Tracking the human eyeball is very challenging. Consider the problem from the other side for a moment;

think how quickly you can jerk your eyes over a really large angular distance and settle your viewl_int in on a small
object that has caught your attention. Now consider keeping a laser beam fixated on an individual structure within

the retina during that motion, to a precision at the same resolution of the smallest object you can resolve. The

harmon/c content of the eyeball motion extends to as high as 170 Hz, with speeds up to several hundred degrees

per second. Those are really astounding figures. Nyquist sampling theory indicates immediately that to track the
motion, about 400 independent measurements per second are necessary. If the eyeball motion is able to break lock

(e.g. if the eye jerks during a blink), then it is important to know that track lock has broken and in which direction

to move to reacquire, but the precision requirements on knowing the translation are reduced since the surgical laser

will be inhibited immediately upon loss of track. The optical engineers in the project (the author cheerfully admits

to this persuasion) think that the JTC is the preferable method because of the ease with which two qualities are

achieved: spatially variable resolution, and a wide field of regard. If tracking is done by digital methods by time-

domain correlation, the size of the field of regard is directly impacted by the serial nature of the digital correlation.

In contrast, optical processing is inherently parallel, and the size of the field of regard is limited only by the number

of pixels in the spatial light modulators. The project currently is headed for a showdown between digital and optical

implementation, as the digital method (if practical) would be slightly less expensive to implement.

THE JOHNSON SPACE CENTER PROGRAM

The Hybrid Vision project at JSC has several civil servants (Richard Juday, Tim Fisher, Shane Barton, and

Je.nnlfer Yi), NRC post-doctoral fellow Colin Soutar, and in-house contractor personnel employed by Lockheed

Engineering and Sciences Corporation (Stanley Monroe, Carlton Failer). Additionally we have either active or

recently concluded contracts, fellowships, and grants at s number of universities and corporations (University of

Missouri, Carnegie Mellon, Tennessee Technological University, University of Colorado at Boulder, University of

Houston, Physical Optics Corporation, Boulder Nonlinear Systems, Physics Innovations) and working relationships
with other Government laboratories (Army Missile Command, Air Force Rome Laboratory, ARPA, Air Force

Wright Laboratory, Sandia), and others. The project bibliography for the past seven or eight years has over fifty

entries including four issued patents (others in work). We are active in image warping, optimal filter theory, optical
correlator architectures and applications, spatial light modulator development, with specific thrusts in robotic vision
and human low vision. The author will provide copies of the bibliography upon request.
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